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Macbeth

English





Success Criteria

Aim
• I can refine my ideas to create a finished poem that follows a given 

style and structure.

• I can improve vocabulary choices to enhance effect.

• I can add additional words to expand ideas.

• I can write my poem, following the given style and structure.



Comparing Potions

How could we improve our own ideas 
further and make them more 
descriptive?

Can any word choices be improved to 
create a more descriptive – or 
disgusting - effect? Read your own 
plans and edit if you can think of any 
better vocabulary. 

Let’s remind ourselves of the original text from Shakespeare with the 
original witches’ potions.



Did anyone also incorporate any archaic language?

Where could an adverb or adjective could be used in our ingredient ideas? 
What are the jobs of those word types?

Expanding Ideas

Crush a leaf of poison ivy.

Look at this example:

Carefully crush a rotten leaf of poison ivy.



You might be able to attempt one, two or three verses depending on the 
level of challenge.

Repeating Lines and Structure

The structure for our poems 
will be as follows:

Verse (1)

Repeating Rhyming Couplet

Verse (2)

Repeating Rhyming Couplet

Verse (3)

Repeating Rhyming Couplet

Do you have any more ideas for an 
original pair of repeating lines as a 

rhyming couplet?

Double, double toil and trouble;
Fire burn and cauldron bubble.

OR

Cauldron froth and potion churn;
Make this mixture bubble and burn!



Using the plans from the previous lesson and additional ideas generated 
in this session, write your own original witches’ potions, following the 

given structure.

Complete Your Potions

Example:
Mix warthog’s whiskers and stir 
with a twig
Bubble thou blood-boltered heart 
from a pig
Spice with chaudron of brinded cat
Potion sparkle with crushed wing 
of a bat

Fire crackle, cauldron simmer
Silver potion shine and shimmer



Story Continuation

This time, the witches say three things:

1. You will be safe until the trees move towards you.
2. No one ‘born of woman’ will kill you.
3. Beware Macduff.

In the story, Macbeth has visited the witches again.
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